
CIVIL SERVICE LEAGUE – ELIGIBILITY

This note reviews the Civil Service League eligibility rules, against the background of a continuing decline 

in the number of players in the League. It proposes changes which aim to make it easier for new players 

to join the League while at the same time retaining its employment-based character. These are for 

consultation with the League’s member clubs.

The facts of decline

The two charts below show the decline in playing numbers over the past 30 years and also over the past 

10 years.

It is clear that the League is in long-term decline. The rate of decline was much greater in the 1980s and 

1990s than in the past decade. In particular there was a very steep fall in 1989 (from 532 to 427) and 

between 1996 and 1999 (from 360 to 251). There may have been particular factors in those years but in 

general the League has felt the impact of larger societal changes which were outside its control. League 

chess is just one of many communal sporting activities where participation has fallen steadily over a long 

period.

The number of players stabilised in the period 2003 to 2010 at between 200 and 207 a year. This might 

suggest that the League had reduced to a core of committed players and might be viable at that level 

for the foreseeable future. However, numbers are once again declining and fell to 170 in 2013.

Another way to see the decline is in terms of participating clubs. The League is an association of 

participating clubs to which individual players belong. The number of clubs affiliated to the League fell 

from 21 in 1983 to 15 in 1993, 13 in 2003, and 9 in 2013. When the membership of individual clubs 

falls below a certain level, fielding a team is no longer viable and the club drops out of the League 



(Employment and PHSO are two recent examples). Of the current 9 clubs, 3 have only one team left (BIS, 

Metropolitan Police, SPARTA) and their long-term survival must be in doubt.

The League began to respond to the problem at the 2013 AGM by switching from adjudication to 

finishing on the night as its default option for resolving games. This should make the League more 

attractive to external players whose playing experience is outside the adjudication system. However, the 

fundamental issue is one of eligibility: regardless of the playing rules, who is actually allowed to play in 

the League?

The eligibility rules

The rules of the League make the following provision regarding eligibility to play:

1. The League shall be open to all bona fide Civil Service clubs and to those municipal and other clubs 

who were affiliated to the Civil Service Chess Association as at 31 December 1993.

2. Only past or present bona fide members of their clubs shall be eligible to play in League matches, 

and no player shall be eligible to represent more than one club in the League during the same 

season. The words 'bona fide' in this rule are intended to convey that the members shall be serving 

or have served in the Department or Departments represented by their clubs, and includes those 

former officers transferred direct to an organization providing services within any Civil Service 

Department; it also includes those who have been members of an affiliated club continuously for a 

period of at least two calendar years from the date of notification to the Senior Recorder.

The League is open to those clubs that were “affiliated to the Civil Service Chess Association as at 

31 December 1993.” This is a difficult starting point because the Civil Service Chess Association (“CSCA”) 

no longer exists (it was disbanded in 2009); also, there is no published list of the clubs that were 

affiliated to it in 1993. As it stands the provision would prevent any new Civil Service body that was 

established after 1993 from entering the League in its own right.

Until a few years ago, membership of a club depended solely on current or former service within the 

government department represented by the club, or an organisation providing services within it. 

“Service” is not defined but is generally taken to mean employment on either a permanent or 

contractual basis. It is not linked to the receipt of a pension.

Eligibility was extended in 2007 to players who had no employment connection with an affiliated club 

but had been a member of the club for at least two full years. The League accepted a proposal to this 

effect from the Greater London Chess Club (GLCC). They argued that structural changes to the 

arrangements for London local government made it virtually impossible for them to recruit any new 

members. As it happened they were active in other chess leagues so had a wider membership to draw 

upon as a chess club.



Apart from the two-year membership qualification, these provisions have remained substantially 

unchanged for a very long time. However, the Civil Service has changed a great deal. Many functions 

that were previously carried out by civil servants within central government are now carried out by 

private companies on behalf of the government, or in some cases by voluntary societies. Also, much of 

the work has been transferred from London to the regions, reducing the pool of players available to play 

in the League. 

In practice, a number of clubs currently playing in the League are finding it difficult to recruit new 

members from within to replace those who are leaving for a range of reasons, including relocation, 

retirement, old age, and death. 

The two-year membership qualification serves some purpose in recognising longer-term commitment to 

a particular club. In practice, however, it has only helped GLCC (and Pimlico, who are now also an open 

club). It has not helped those clubs that only play in the Civil Service League, such as as BIS or SPARTA. 

There is no incentive at all for an external player to join a Civil Service League club if there is no prospect 

of playing any league games for at least two years. Making the leap from a departmental to an open 

chess club is an option, but would require significant energy, commitment and resources. It would not 

be reasonable to expect Civil Service League clubs to embark on this simply in order to preserve their 

continued existence in the League.

In short, the current eligibility rules are restrictive and out-of-date. Unless they are changed, the League 

faces the prospect of continuing decline until very few clubs are left, and eventually it may simply cease 

to exist.

Responding to the challenge

The League needs to draw in new members, but also to retain its distinctive employment-based 

character. Unless there is something to distinguish the League, it is simply one among many chess 

leagues serving the London chessplaying community. Most of the current chess leagues operating in 

London have a geographical basis (London, Central London, Middlesex, Surrey, Croydon, Hammersmith, 

Hillingdon, North Circular, Thames Valley). Apart from the Civil Service League, the only other 

employment-based leagues are the London Commercial League and the Combined Banks and Insurance 

League.

There is room for a chess league in London that represents public service organisations. A broad 

interpretation would include not only central government (Civil Service departments) but also the police, 

local government, courts and tribunals, and any organisation carrying out functions of a public nature, 

for example relating to transport, utilities, communications and so on.

The Civil Service League and the London Commercial League draw on essentially the same group of 

public service organisations as their primary source of players. There is a case for the two leagues 

merging into one. In fact some preliminary discussions took place about five years ago, but no real 



progress was made. This remains an option for the future, but is not under active consideration at 

present. There are many constitutional and operational differences between the two leagues. 

Overcoming these would be a challenge. 

The way forward for the Civil Service League is likely to involve a mixed eligibility requirement with two 

components. One of these would be based on employment or length of membership, as now. The other 

would allow external members to play but without the disincentive of a two-year waiting period. 

Instead, the proportion of internal and external players would be regulated. 

The proposal is as follows:

(1) Membership of the Civil Service League would be open to any Civil Service department or other 

public service organisation (removing the requirement to have been affiliated to the CSCA in 

1993).

(2) Teams would be able to field up to two external players in any match – “external” meaning 

those who were not eligible through current or former employment, or the two-year 

membership qualification. (External players would become internal after two years’ membership 

of a relevant club.)

Allowing up to two external players with no waiting period would make it easier for clubs to attract new 

members either through advertising or by personal contact. The proposal would allow the League to 

grow in a controlled way since the majority of players in the team for any match would satisfy the 

current eligibility requirements.

Operating the two-year membership qualification

At present, the two-year period starts from the date on which the relevant club notifies the Senior 

Recorder of a new member. This has the advantage of certainty in that the League knows exactly when 

new members are eligible to play. However, it also places the onus on clubs to notify the Senior 

Recorder. Under the current rules, new members who play for the club in other competitions are not 

eligible to play in the Civil Service League until two years from the date of notification. 

There may be alternative ways of operating the two-year membership qualification. For example, clubs 

might want to notify the League of members who had joined in the past, with the two-year period 

running from some earlier event rather than the notification itself. There would need to be a way of 

enforcing this. For example, the earlier event could be the player’s first recorded appearance for the club 

in a league match in another competition.



What the League is called

The official title of the League is “The London Civil Service, Post Office & Municipal Chess League”. This 

is not a requirement of the League Rules themselves (unlike in the London Commercial League, where 

the title is expressly stipulated). The only reference to the title in the rules of the Civil Service League is in 

Rule 42:

42. The home club shall also make available for reference at each match a copy of the Rules of the 

London Civil Service, Post Office and Municipal Chess League.

The title has remained unchanged for a very long time. Originally the scope of the League would have 

been confined to Civil Service departments, the Post Office, and local government organisations 

(“municipal”). But the title does not seem entirely appropriate in current circumstances. The Post Office 

was traditionally a significant force in Civil Service chess, but no longer fields any teams in the League. 

Also, as mentioned earlier, the Civil Service itself has changed considerably over the years. Its functions 

are carried out by a range of organisations in the public, private and voluntary sector.

If the League was to start again, the most appropriate title would probably be the London Public Service 

Chess League. This would be a candidate for the title if the Civil Service League and the London 

Commercial League ever decided to merge. However, the League cannot ignore a hundred years of 

history. In the circumstances it is proposed that the League should be called simply: 

“The London Civil Service Chess League”. 

The rules of the League should make it clear that this includes all London-based public service 

organisations.

Next steps

Clubs are invited to consult their members on this paper and respond to the Senior Recorder (by email to 

jtoon@ml1.net) by 30 November 2013. The Executive Committee will consider the responses with a 

view to bringing forward proposals for the League AGM in 2014. Clubs will of course be able to submit 

their own proposals for the AGM in the usual way.

James Toon

Senior Recorder

17 September 2013
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